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Abstract. The context-aware discovery and ranking of visualization
components is a crucial part of an adaptive, automated information
visualization system. Since existing approaches allow for using expert
knowledge formalized a priori, insights gained during the visualization
processes by the users, e. g., suitable data-visualization combinations, are
mostly neglected. In this paper, we propose a concept to capture and for-
malize these insights. Furthermore, we enhance a context-aware ranking
approach using this knowledge by applying the well-known collaborative
filtering. Thus, we are able to employ ratings also if data-visualization
combinations are new for the current user.
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1 Introduction

Due to the inexorable growth of data in all areas of life, humans face more and
more the problem to understand the datasets they are confronted with. Thus,
information visualization (InfoVis) tools are required to assist end users who
are not familiar in creating effective graphical representations. Towards such an
application tailored to visualization novices, we already proposed a visualization
ontology (VISO) [8] to capture expert knowledge of the interdisciplinary domain,
e. g., about data, graphic vocabulary, or human activity. This formal model is
the foundation of a semantics-based InfoVis process [12] which guides the end
user from identifying interesting parts of a dataset, over the context-aware se-
lection of visualization components to the final configuration and perception of
the visual representation. Its core is a discovery algorithm [11] to match the
selected data but also to rank the suitable components according to factual vi-
sualization, domain, and context knowledge. Since the latter also includes users
explicit preferences stored in a user model, we understand that it is hard for
novices to explain which visualization techniques they like. Furthermore, we fig-
ured out that the knowledge created within the visualization process, i. e., which
data-visualization combinations are appropriate, or inappropriate, in the current
context, is lost so far.
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Hence, our goal is not to neglect this kind of knowledge anymore and to use
it for a better adaptation of the ranking of suitable visualization components.
Therefore, we had to answer mainly two questions. Firstly, how could we extract
the knowledge overburdening the end user? Secondly, how could we store, formal-
ize, consolidate, and reuse the assembled information within our semantics-based
visualization process? Thus, we present our solutions to tackle the mentioned
problems by adapting concepts from the area of knowledge-assisted visualiza-
tion as well as the domain of recommender systems. The concrete contributions
are twofold: First, we propose a concept to externalize users visualization-specific
insights by using implicit and explicit ratings, which are stored in a semantic
knowledge-base. Second, we adapt our ranking algorithm to employ this empir-
ical knowledge using collaborative filtering which allows for the indirect collab-
oration of end users within the visualization system.

In the following, we discuss the related work (Sect. 2), present our concept
(Sect. 3), and finally conclude with some findings (Sect. 4).

2 Related Work

The work related to ours comes from the broad field of automated visualization
systems. Here, the first sophisticated concepts and tools arose over 20 years ago.
Unfortunately, adaptation of these systems, for instance to user needs and the
device, has attracted less attention. With this regard, Golemati et al. [3] proposed
a concept for a visualization environment for document collections taking into
account user’s, system’s, and document’s context. Similar to our work, they allow
for an explicit rating of visualizations in the current context. This empirical
knowledge is used for adaption in upcoming visualization selections of this user.

In contrast, Gotz et al. [4] and Nazemi et al. [5] present adaptive InfoVis
systems building primarily on tracking users interactions and thus on their im-
plicit ratings. Based on the interaction patterns they infer users task, match if the
current presentation fits well or not, and if necessary adapt the graphic represen-
tation. These interaction-driven approaches leverage implicit state information,
but they consider neither task information or preferences that are explicitly ex-
pressed by the user. Furthermore, in our concept the user’s knowledge is reused
in a collaborative manner as a global shared knowledge.

Since the adaption builds on many interrelated parameters, the knowledge-
management within automated InfoVis tools is crucial. Thus, we rely on concepts
from the domain of knowledge-assisted visualization as well. Its goal is to over-
come the burden of learning complex visualization techniques by formalizing
and sharing domain and visualization knowledge [1]. Wang et al. [13] propose
a knowledge conversion process in visual analytics system. It comprises the in-
ternalization of knowledge of the user based on the graphical representation,
the externalization of users insights based on interactions, or the direct collab-
oration of users during the visualization to foster the internalization. Bearing
this theoretical framework in mind, we present an adaptive visualization sys-
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tem building on expert and empirical knowledge modeled using standardized
ontology languages to foster their reuse and sharing.

As mentioned above, collaboration is a helpful concept to support users
within the visualization process. Hence, intelligent InfoVis systems building on
formalized expert and empirical knowledge may help. While the first could be
captured and modeled a priori, the latter needs to be tracked, formalized, and
reused on runtime. With this in mind, collaborative filtering is a well-known
approach [9] which investigates similarity of ratings for items, in our case visual-
izations, given by users. Hence, no content analysis or tagging by experts is re-
quired. To the best of our knowledge, collaborative filtering has not been applied
within automated visualization systems so far. In our opinion, the main reason is
that they may identify suitable graphical representations based on users ratings
but do not allow for an automated mapping of data to visual objects. However,
if this matching is already provided by the visualization system, collaborative
filtering introduces a new facet for rating and recommending visualization tech-
niques: users conclusion if a mapping is suitable in the current context. Thus, it
allows for tracking and storing user knowledge, enables the sharing of insights
and the adaption of the visualization process due to this empirical knowledge.

3 Concept

Building on a context-aware recommendation algorithm from [11], which employs
VISO [8] as ontological knowledge-base, in the following, we present concepts to
externalize and reuse empirical knowledge evolving in the visualization process.

Entity

DataVariable2DataVariable1

Scale:Quan

Type:Int

Role:Dep.
...

Scale:Nom

Type:String

Role:Indep.
...

graphic representation
   map
level of detail
   overview
functionality
   select, brush
software requirements
   JavaScript, SVG
...

Google Geomap (k2)Generic Data Schema (gs1)

sb1 a SemanticBridge ;

  hasDataSchema gs1 ;

  hasComponent k2 ;

  hasRatingTable rt1 .

Rating Ontology

Fig. 1. Overview of the function of the rating ontology.

3.1 Externalization of Empirical Knowledge

The externalization process describes the storage of user’s internal knowledge
within the system. This process can be distinguished in acquiring implicit and
explicit knowledge. The tracking and interpretation of interactions as knowledge
is called implicit rating and is used for gathering knowledge, before the user
marks down the end of the adaption loop by an explicit rating. In our concept,
such a rating is always saved for a combination of a generic data schema and
concrete visualization component using the rating ontology which semantically
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links both resources, see Fig. 1. The data schema is generated during the match-
ing [11] and is an abstraction of the data a user has chosen for visualization
including meta information like the scale of measurement or the data type for
each data variable. The description of a visualization component holds all seman-
tical information, e. g., its kind of graphic representation or interaction abilities.
Finally, the ontology comprises the ratings of the users for a data-component
combination. Based on this semantic interlinking, we are able to query for in-
stance “only good rated components which visualize data on a map and allow
for linking and brushing”.

As mentioned above, we distinguish between explicit and implicit rating. To
harvest implicit ratings, we rely on three actions from [6].

– Repeated Use: A visualization component is used more than three times by
the same user. The usage of the component is recognized by doing a specific
count of interactions or within a defined time interval. Since the repeated
use is a sign that the user favors a component, it is temporary assigned with
ruser = 0.75

– Glimpse: If the chosen visualization component is discarded without reach-
ing a defined time interval or a count of interactions for recognizing the
Repeated Use, it is downgraded and temporary assigned with ruser = 0.25

– Related Rate: The visualization component was explicit rated by the user,
but in a different data combination. Since the user knows its characteristics,
it is possible that he likes it for other data selections, which are distinct from
the generic data schema, as well. In case of a good rating, the temporary is
ruser = 0.75, otherwise ruser = 0.25.

Beside this implicit knowledge capturing, we gather explicit ratings. Thus, the
user can explicitly decide whether the visualization is applicable for its purpose
or not. Since we like to stimulate the user to rate, we employ a simple scale of
applicable (1) or not applicable (0). We fulfill thereby the requirement to give
the user an adequate possibility to rate, without an excessive demand.

3.2 Indirect Collaboration

The collaboration process describes a direct cooperation of two or more users
[13], such as a chat or co-browsing. We broaden this scope by including indirect
sharing of knowledge between users as collaboration. For our purpose, we need to
reuse the collected knowledge within our ranking algorithm presented below. It
comprises originally three kinds of ratings [11] according the factual visualization
knowledge (rvi), the quality of the domain assignments (rdj

), and the context
knowledge (rck). Now, it is extended by the user rating (ruser) to employ the
user-generated visualization knowledge by using collaborative filtering. Thus, if
the user has not rated the visualization component in the specific combination
with a dataset, the algorithm tries to foresee a possible rating.

The combination of these factors is done using an arithmetic mean. The
overall rating R which is calculated in terms of
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has, therefore, a range between 0 and 1. We weight all three, respectively

four, rating types equivalently for two reasons. First, the assignment of a (quan-
titative) rating is often subjective. Second, a complex user study is needed to
evaluate the impact of each knowledge base in users visualization selection pro-
cess what will be future work. The meaning factor 1/n is assigned with 1/3, if
neither a user rating can be found, nor can be calculated. In all other cases it is
assigned with 1/4 to keep the equivalently rating of all factors.

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5

B1 1 0 - 0 0
B2 0 1 0 1 1
B3 0 rrs 1 1 1
B4 1 1 1 1 -

Fig. 2. Example set for CFRS prediction

To identify an appropriate collaborative filtering algorithm, we analyze them
by taking the accuracy, efficiency, stability, justification, and serendipity into
account [2]. Hence, we decided to employ the item-based approach for our use
case. It calculates the similarity between the ratings of visualization components,
given by different users. With this information, the algorithm can predict the
rating for the current visualization. An example is given in Fig. 2. It has to
calculate the prediction rrs for user B3 and visualization component K2. In this
setting, the prediction is assessed based on the rating distances between K2 and
all other visualization components (K1 - K5). The algorithm chooses K4 and K5

as nearest neighbours and forecasts a rating of rrs = 1. The formal calculation,
which could be used without adaption, is considered in [10].

3.3 Architecture

To realize the concepts discussed above, we specified an architecture shown in
Fig. 3 . It comprises three layers: ontological knowledge bases, loosely-coupled
web services, and a component-based user interfaces. The first layer consists of
three interconnected knowledge-bases. The VISO 1 , contains all visualization
specific knowledge, e. g., to describe the interaction and visualization capabilities
of components. The API and meta information apart from the InfoVis domain
of a component is described by the Mashup Component Description Ontology
(MCDO) 2 [7] which links to VISO concepts. As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, we de-
signed an ontological knowledge base to store user’s ratings 3 for the mapping
of selected data to the chosen component. Therefore, it refers to concepts of the
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VISO and MCDO. We build on different web service which heavily make use of
the mentioned knowledge bases. The Component Repository 4 allows for the
semantic-driven management of visualization components based on the MCDO.
Further, the recommendation algorithm for appropriate components [11] is in-
tegrated within this service. Hence, it gathers amongst others the assessments
stored or calculated within the Rating Repository 5 according to our proposed
concepts. The visualization workflow of a user is accomplished by a composite
web application called VizBoard 6 [12]. For example, it allows for searching
for graphical representations, to integrate suitable ones and, finally, represented
the data. At this last stage, it enables to explicitly and implicitly acquire users
knowledge, like explained in Sect. 3.1, and save it using the Rating Repository.

Web 
Services

Rating 
Repository

Component 
Repository

VISO

MCDO Rating
Knowledge 

Bases

VizBoard
User 

Interface

1
2 3

4 5

6

Fig. 3. Overview of the software architecture.

4 Conclusion and Further Work

The reuse of empirical knowledge evolving in a visualization process, especially
proper mappings of data to visualization components within a context, was ne-
glected and got lost so far. Hence, we proposed a concept for its externalization
to capture, formalize and integrate the insights in an existing expert knowledge
base. Furthermore, it becomes an essential part within our context-based rank-
ing approach. Due to the application of collaborative filtering, we are able to
employ explicit and implicit ratings also if data-visualization combinations are
new for the current user. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first
which employs formalized, inferred expert knowledge but also empirical, evolving
knowledge from users to identify the most suitable visualization components.

Currently, we are also planning to conduct an exhaustive user study to iden-
tify and model the interdependencies between the knowledge bases employed
within the ranking. Furthermore, we are working on a concept to use the a pri-
ori and empirical knowledge to assist the user in interpreting the visualized data
what will underpin the usefulness of knowledge-assisted visualization.
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